
LightSpeed has been operating for 15 years, with more than 10 
years working with WordPress. We are a team of 11 WordPress 
professionals, including designers, developers, support team and 
hosting specialists.

We have worked hard to become accredited by recognized experts 
in our industry. We are a certified WooCommerce WooExpert, a 
certified Codeable Developer and an approved MailChimp Expert. 

This PDF aims to clarify what is included in your package. 

Contact us to get 
a free consultation 

from one of our experts before placing your order 

https://www.fiverr.com/lightspeedwp

Build your

website with LightSpeed

ExpertExpert



Top eCommerce mistakes

Poor Design

Inadequate product images

Having a professional, engaging and usable website design is a key deciding factor. 
A bad design won’t instill trust in your website visitors. Your ability to gain the trust 
of your visitors is key to your online success. Convincing the buyer that you are 
trustworthy is the first and largest hurdle every ecommerce site faces to secure the 
first and most crucial sale.

The only way for your customers to understand what they’re buying online is through 
viewing your product images. 





and how LightSpeed aims to solve them

We have vast amount of experience in designing beautiful and usable websites that 
convert your visitors to customer. We will apply our expert design skills to your new 
online store and create you a website design that will instill confidence and trust from 
your customers.

We give you the functionality to display high-quality images and / or videos of your 
product from multiple angles, and if it comes in many different colors, your customer 
will be able switch the colors easily.
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Inadequate product descriptions

Obstacles to online shopping

Product descriptions are just as important as the product images. We give you a 
solution that clearly describes your product, covering all of its major features and 
benefits and preemptively answering your customers’ questions.

The main factors that negatively affect the growth of online shopping include:





We can assist you with ensuring that your product descriptions mean something to 
your customers, written with your customers in mind.

How will LightSpeed aim to address these obstacles: 
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Top eCommerce mistakes
and how LightSpeed aims to solve them

 •  Our websites are SSL encrypted which makes your website extra secure to  
    both search engines and humans visiting your website. 
 •  We recommend to our customers to include a badge indicating that the  
    online store is secure and protected by a SSL certificate, this aims to instill      
    confidence and trust on checkout.
 •  We offer expert guidance in defining your shipping policies and your return  
    policies.
 •  We will guide you on what product content is needed for effectively  
    showcasing your products and describing what is included in the product  
    purchase.
 •  We clearly detail all the supported payment methods on your product  
    checkout page, like PayPal, along with the supported credit cards.

 •  Credit card fraud fears

 •  Failure to trust online vendors 

 •  Fear of misdirected merchandise or receiving the wrong items

 •  Having to return merchandise



Inadequate search capability

Inadequate site usability

Lack of shipping options

If you have a multitude of products, it’s important that customers can search using a 
few keywords and find the information they need. Customers who use on-site search 
to find a product are three times more likely to purchase.

The investment made in your website’s user experience ultimately determines the 
success or failure of your online venture.

All customers like to have options when it comes to how they would like you to ship 
their product to them. 







We can build a search engine into your store that allows your customers to find the 
products they are looking for quickly and easily. 

We have a well-defined ‘discovery and planning’ process where we gather the answers 
we need from you in order to:

We can assist you with configuring a variety of shipping methods for your products in 
terms of location, weight, delivery period and cost.
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Top eCommerce mistakes
and how LightSpeed aims to solve them

 •  Make your website’s purpose clear
 •  Help your customers find what they need
 •  Use your site’s visual design to enhance the interaction design



Poor customer service

Complicated checkout process

The reputation of your brand and business will rely on the customer support that you 
provide to your customers. Even though your customers are purchasing your product 
online and there is no human interaction involved, the customer service you provide is 
still important. 

Once your customer decides on their purchase, they should able to complete their 
transaction as quickly and with as few clicks as possible. It’s also good practice to 
include a “checkout as a guest” option if you have customers who don’t wish to create 
an account. 





 •  Promptly confirm orders when they are received and sends out automated  
              notifications to your customer as their order moves through its delivery  
              stages.
 •  We provide you with effectives ways to encourage your customers to give  
              you feedback on the products that they have ordered.
 •  We give you solutions to answer your customers’ queries effectively, like  
              implementing live chat and providing contact pages and functionality that is  
              easy to use and simple to understand.
 •  We encourage that your online store has a clear set of FAQs and we will help  
              you present them effectively to your customers.

Our WooCommerce offering delivers exactly these features to your customers, giving 
them an enjoyable and stress-free online shopping experience.
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Top eCommerce mistakes
and how LightSpeed aims to solve them

We build you a solution that gives you the ability to:



Cart abandonment

Desktop-only website design

Poor site navigation

The average rate of online shopping cart abandonment is documented as 69.23%. 

Today more and more transactions are taking place on smartphones and tablets and 
it’s imperative that your website is optimized for displaying on mobile devices.

Your e-commerce website should be easy to navigate. If information is hard to find, 
and there are too many different colours and font types, potential customers get 
frustrated and end up leaving your site.







We can help you combat this on your site by installing tools that track when a cart has 
been abandoned and allow you to make contact with the customer to understand why 
they did not complete the transaction. This could help you turn an abandoned cart 
into a new customer.

All of the websites we build are mobile-optimized and display beautifully on all 
devices.

We don’t reinvent the wheel then it comes to your website’s navigation - we use best 
practices to make your site’s navigation simple to use and intuitive.
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Top eCommerce mistakes
and how LightSpeed aims to solve them



Social proof

No proper about or contact page

No search engine optimization strategy

In order to be transparent to your customers, you should add a product reviews 
section on your e-commerce site, doing so will enhance your credibility with your 
customers. Most customers go through reviews before purchasing a product. 

Providing your customers with more information about your company and providing 
full details on how they can contact you is crucial to establishing trust with your online 
customer and making them comfortable shopping on your website.

There’s a good chance your customers will search for your company or product by 
using one of the major search engines like Google. 







Top eCommerce mistakes
and how LightSpeed aims to solve them

We give you functionality that makes it easy for your customers to leave reviews for 
your products.

We’ll give you elegant solutions for displaying your company information and contact 
details.

We develop our sites to be SEO-ready by adhering to a set of standards that consider 
search engine ranking factors like load time, page titles and URLs, meta descriptions, 
keywords and alt tags.
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Contact us to get 
a free consultation 

from one of our experts before placing your order 

https://www.fiverr.com/lightspeedwp

Meet the LightSpeed team
and let’s start working together!

Ashley Shaw 
Chief Executive Officer

Christian Vancoillie 
Systems Administrator

Virginia Garcia 
WordPress Developer

Barbara Kerr-Shaw 
Chief Financial Officer

Warwick Booth  
WordPress Developer

Deon Schreiber  
Designer

Garth Glaum 
Project Manager

Fernando Tessmann 
WordPress Developer

Anke van Reeth 
Designer

Ignatius Vermaak 
Technical Lead

Joseph Hart 
WordPress Developer

Bart 
Happiness Engineer


